COMMUNITY RESILIENCE THROUGH ARTISTIC EXPRESSION

FALL 2022 OFRENDA WORKSHOP WITH ANITA RODRÍGUEZ IN TAOS

FRIDAY, SEPT 9 – SUNDAY, SEPT 11
ORIENTATION DINNER AT ANITA’S HOME & MILLICENT ROGERS MUSEUM TWO-DAY WORKSHOP
COST: $195 + SUPPLIES / 15 SPACES / LIMITED SCHOLARSHIPS AVAILABLE

CONTACT KAREN@MILLICENTROGERS.ORG OR 575.758.2462 EXT. 215

WHAT IS AN OFRENDA?

Ofrendas are offerings in the form of a personal or familial altar or sacred space created to infuse the spirit of healing intentions outward into the community.

ABOUT ANITA:

"Ofrendas are one of the traditional folk art forms that impressed me as a child and became fundamental to my work. I began over the years, to mine into their deepest meaning. Ofrendas originate in a religious context, but as I made probably hundreds, they evolved into embodied intentions far from any religious denomination. I suppose you could call it power art.

Someone might make an ofrenda in gratitude for a wish granted, or as a petition for healing, or a soul mate, or that benign, inspired spirits bless your cooking, in remembrance of an ancestor, for good luck at the Casino, or something that only you know.

I am offering an incredible collection of tiny objects I have collected over years at yard sales, Mexican mercados, thrift shops, things I made myself, little Giclee prints of paintings, crystals, "chucherias," all this for students so they can compose their own ofrendas. 20% of the chucheria proceeds will go to La Coalición."

anitarodriguez.com
lacoaliciondetaos.com
facebook.com/AnitaOtiliaRodriguez
facebook.com/MillicentRogersMuseum